
 

    Y4 Summer 2 Geography: Why is Barcelona such a cool place to live?  
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Geography is learning about places, people and the environment  

Facts I know Vocabulary 
• The climate is hotter the closer you are to the equator.  

• Spain is a country in Europe. 

 

  

           
  

Word Picture What it means 

A city   A city is the largest type of 

settlement, containing lots of 

buildings and lots of people.  

The Mediterranean  The largest inland sea, located 

between Europe, Asia and Africa  

The climate   The weather of an area.    

The architecture   The design of buildings.   

The 

Sagrada Familia 

 

La Sagrada Familia is a Roman 

Catholic Church  

In 1984, it was designated as a 
UNESCO world heritage site.  

 

A flamenco dance  

 

Flamenco dance is an expressive 

dance, known for hand clapping 
and detailed footwork. The dance is 

usually accompanied by a singer 

and guitar player.  

Facts I will learn 
• Barcelona is a major city in Spain, the largest city on the Mediterranean Coast. It has a 
population of 1.6 million.  
 

• It has a hot-summer Mediterranean climate and is a popular tourist destination.  
 

• In 1992, Barcelona hosted the Summer Olympic Games. Important changes to the city 
were made.  

 

• The city is famous for its 19th century modernist architecture. The best known of those 
buildings was designed by Antonio Gaudi. It is the unfinished church Sagrada Familia, which 
is the symbol of Barcelona.  

 

• Barcelona is home to one of the most popular and greatest football teams in the 
world, which is F.C. Barcelona. They play at the stadium the Camp Nou. 
 

• Barcelona has a vibrant music and arts scene. The national dance of Spain is 
the Flamenco dance. People also like to enjoy tapas food, a delicious collection of small 
dishes 
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